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As a botanist, Robin Wall Kimmerer has been trained to ask questions of nature with the tools of
science. As a member of the Citizen Potawatomi Nation, she embraces the notion that plants and animals
are our oldest teachers. In Braiding Sweetgrass, Kimmerer brings these two lenses of knowledge together
to take us on “a journey that is every bit as mythic as it is scientific, as sacred as it is historical,
as clever as it is wise” (Elizabeth Gilbert). Drawing on her life as an indigenous scientist, and as a
woman, Kimmerer shows how other living beings—asters and goldenrod, strawberries and squash,
salamanders, algae, and sweetgrass—offer us gifts and lessons, even if we've forgotten how to hear their
voices. In reflections that range from the creation of Turtle Island to the forces that threaten its
flourishing today, she circles toward a central argument: that the awakening of ecological consciousness
requires the acknowledgment and celebration of our reciprocal relationship with the rest of the living
world. For only when we can hear the languages of other beings will we be capable of understanding the
generosity of the earth, and learn to give our own gifts in return.
“A Garden in Your Belly's colorful world helped me wake up...This book is as powerful as it is
beautiful!” —Eric Carle, author of The Very Hungry Caterpillar Your belly is full of tiny creatures—and
they love to eat! Along the river of your gut, tiny creatures move, eat, and grow. Learn more about the
garden of microscopic flora growing inside the body and come on a journey that explains an important
biological concept: the microbiome, the health of which affects everything in our bodies. Did you know
that some foods are better for your microbiome (and you!) than others? Striking, original watercolor
illustrations keep things from getting too gross. Informational back matter goes further into the
science of the microbiome and reveals amazing facts about the gut.
Galison's Avian Friends decorative magnetic pads hold two notepads of different sizes affixed to a
magnetic backing board. Each notepad has 50 decorative memo sheets, for a total of 100 sheets. Artwork
by Geninne D. Zlatkis.
Geninne's Art: Birds in Watercolor, Collage, and InkA field guide to art techniques and observing in the
wildQuarry Books
Daniel's Pushbike
Thoughts of Dog
Kitten Lady's Big Book of Little Kittens
A Garden in Your Belly
Dog Shaming
An Obama Biden Mystery
“More than forty years of history bookend a lifelong love affair with reading for the resilient heroine of [this] novel set in Harvester, Minnesota.”
—Kirkus Reviews A Wall Street Journal Top 10 Book of the Year When Nell Stillman’s boorish husband dies soon after they move to the small
town of Harvester, Minnesota, Nell is alone, penniless yet responsible for her beloved baby boy, Hillyard. Not an easy fate in small-town
America at the beginning of the twentieth century. In the face of nearly insurmountable odds, Nell finds strength in lasting friendships and in the
rich inner life awakened by the novels she reads. She falls in love with John Flynn, a charming congressman who becomes a father figure for
Hillyard. She teaches at the local school and volunteers at the public library, where she meets Stella Wheeler and her charismatic daughter
Sally. She becomes a friend and confidant to many of the girls in town, including Arlene and Lark Erhardt. And no matter how difficult her day,
Nell ends each evening with a beloved book, in this novel that celebrates the strength and resourcefulness of independent women, the
importance of community, and the transformative power of reading. “Sullivan describes small-town life through the eyes of an intelligent,
generous narrator who fights off gossip, pettiness and tragedy with compassion, perseverance and forgiveness. Who wouldn’t want to spend a
late-summer afternoon or two in the company of such a person?” —Minneapolis Star-Tribune “Her novels are a reliably inviting world, full of
friendly faces and intimate dramas. However you first make your way to Harvester, you’ll want to return.” —The Wall Street Journal “[An]
inspiring novel, which should find its way onto the reading lists of book clubs.” —Publishers Weekly
The Classical Music Lover's 2022 Weekly & Monthly Planner is an 8-inch by 10-inch calendar featuring a handsome cover photo of a cello. It's
an organizer, daily agenda keeper, and planner with inspirational classical musical quotes for every month.The 2-page monthly spreads have
large ruled blocks for each day, and contain major holidays as well as composers' birthdays.The weekly pages include large unruled blocks for
each day, a large column for notes, and a snapshot of the month for quick reference.The 1-inch inside margins make it easy to write anywhere
on the pages.There's also room in the back for extra notes, including bullet pages.The classical music lover on your gift list will appreciate
these features:? Monthly Inspirational Classical Music Quotes? General holidays noted in monthly spreads? Composer birthdays noted in
monthly spreads? 20.32 cm x 25.4 cm (8 x 10 Inch)? 110 Pages of Cream Paper? Handsome Cover in Matte Finish? Beautiful cover photo of
a cello? Title page illustration of a symphony orchestra conductor has space for personalization? Calendar Year Overviews - past, present, &
future? 2-page Monthly Spreads with large ruled daily blocks? Weekly pages with large daily blocks? Extra notes pages following each month?
Extra notes pages in back? Bullet journal pages in back? 110 pages? Large 1-inch inside margins
Featuring the snowy egret, wild turkey, brown pelican, screech owl, and many others, this new collection gathers 130 select plates from
Audubon's octavo edition. Includes an informative Introduction to the artist and his work.
A compilation of a series of exceptional but related paintings that give expression to facets of the shamanic experience. 100 paintings are
reproduced in full color.
The Book of Two Ways
Boris Vallejo and Julie Bell: Dreamland
Homing
Treasury of Audubon Birds
The Vines
Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific Knowledge and the Teachings of Plants

An all-new collection of lush, four-color artwork from the studio of acclaimed fantasy artists Boris Vallejo
and Julie Bell. Artist Boris Vallejo is renowned for his paintings of beautiful maidens, heroic men, and
fearsome monsters, while his wife and partner, Julie Bell, is revered for her unique sense of color and
dramatic composition. As two of the most acclaimed and popular artists working in fantasy today, Boris
and Julie have produced artwork for album covers, trading cards, posters, and calendars. Boris Vallejo and
Julie Bell: Dreamland features outstanding examples of their most recent work. Highlighting muscle-bound
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heroes, fierce dragons, and alluringly beautiful women in fantastical, otherworldly landscapes, these
gorgeous pieces reflect a new level of maturity, sophistication, and intrigue. Capturing the pursuits that
currently inspire the artists, these works resonate with a startling new emotional depth that adds
magnitude to their powerful heroes and buxom heroines. This carefully curated selection of images is
accompanied by fascinating text that provides unique insight into each artist’s process as well as
biographical stories that reveal their personal histories, the influences that have shaped them, the ideas
that inspire them, and their future professional aspirations. Also, for the first time ever, this outstanding
compendium includes ten stunning limited-edition art prints that can easily be removed and displayed.
Based on the web phenomenon Dogshaming and containing photos that are all-new and exclusive to the
book, this hilarious album showcases adorable snapshots of shamed pups confessing their biggest - and
grossest - sins.
Open the secret pockets to reveal 13 hauntingly entertaining Hocus Pocus surprises every day (or night)
leading up to Halloween! The Sanderson Sisters have come to haunt your holiday with mini books,
mementos, decorations, and other tricks and treats! Why celebrate Halloween only one night a year when
the 13 nights leading up to All Hallow’s Eve can be filled with bewitching fun? Enjoy daily surprises with
Max and Dani Dennison, Thackery Binx, and more with Hocus Pocus: 13 Frights of Halloween. 13 SCARY
SURPRISES: Collect sinister stickers, games, and holiday decorations to display or share with friends.
COUNTDOWN TO HALLOWEEN: Uncover a new surprise every day in the thirteen days leading up to
Halloween! BEWITCHING DELIGHTS: Discover mini-books, themed recipe cards, and more! MEMORABLE
MOMENTS: Relive favorite memories from the classic film Hocus Pocus with favorite quotes and scenes.
NEW TRADITION Start a new Halloween routine with a daily surprise!
The tenth-anniversary edition of the book that changed lives in profound ways, now with a new foreword
and afterword. In 2006, a groundbreaking feature-length film revealed the great mystery of the
universe—The Secret—and, later that year, Rhonda Byrne followed with a book that became a worldwide
bestseller. Fragments of a Great Secret have been found in the oral traditions, in literature, in religions
and philosophies throughout the centuries. For the first time, all the pieces of The Secret come together in
an incredible revelation that will be life-transforming for all who experience it. In this book, you’ll learn
how to use The Secret in every aspect of your life—money, health, relationships, happiness, and in every
interaction you have in the world. You’ll begin to understand the hidden, untapped power that’s within
you, and this revelation can bring joy to every aspect of your life. The Secret contains wisdom from
modern-day teachers—men and women who have used it to achieve health, wealth, and happiness. By
applying the knowledge of The Secret, they bring to light compelling stories of eradicating disease,
acquiring massive wealth, overcoming obstacles, and achieving what many would regard as impossible.
Braiding Sweetgrass
The Paintings of Susan Seddon Boulet
PJ Masks 3-Minute Bedtime Stories
Fear, Greed, and a Fight for Justice on the Gulf Coast
Conversational Latin for Oral Proficiency
Swede Hollow
Get complete instructions for manipulating, processing, cleaning, and crunching datasets in Python. Updated
for Python 3.6, the second edition of this hands-on guide is packed with practical case studies that show you
how to solve a broad set of data analysis problems effectively. You’ll learn the latest versions of pandas,
NumPy, IPython, and Jupyter in the process. Written by Wes McKinney, the creator of the Python pandas
project, this book is a practical, modern introduction to data science tools in Python. It’s ideal for analysts new
to Python and for Python programmers new to data science and scientific computing. Data files and related
material are available on GitHub. Use the IPython shell and Jupyter notebook for exploratory computing Learn
basic and advanced features in NumPy (Numerical Python) Get started with data analysis tools in the pandas
library Use flexible tools to load, clean, transform, merge, and reshape data Create informative visualizations
with matplotlib Apply the pandas groupby facility to slice, dice, and summarize datasets Analyze and
manipulate regular and irregular time series data Learn how to solve real-world data analysis problems with
thorough, detailed examples
'Big-hearted and quietly gripping' Guardian 'I love Jon Day's writing and his birds. A marvellous, soaring
account' Olivia Laing '[A] beautiful book about unbeautiful birds' Observer 'This is nature writing at its best'
Financial Times 'Every page of this beautifully written book brought me pleasure' Charlotte Higgins 'A vivid
evocation of a remarkable species and a rich working-class tradition. It's also a charming defence of a muchmaligned bird, which will make any reader look at our cooing, waddling, junk-food-loving feathered friends very
differently in future' Daily Mail 'Endlessly interesting and dazzlingly erudite, this wonderful book will make a
home for itself in your heart' Prospect As a boy, Jon Day was fascinated by pigeons, which he used to rescue
from the streets of London. Twenty years later he moved away from the city centre to the suburbs to start a
family. But in moving house, he began to lose a sense of what it meant to feel at home. Returning to his
childhood obsession with the birds, he built a coop in his garden and joined a local pigeon racing club. Over
the next few years, as he made a home with his young family in Leyton, he learned to train and race his
pigeons, hoping that they might teach him to feel homed. Having lived closely with humans for tens of
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thousands of years, pigeons have become powerful symbols of peace and domesticity. But they are also muchmaligned, and nowadays most people think of these birds, if they do so at all, as vermin. A book about the
overlooked beauty of this species, and about what it means to dwell, Homing delves into the curious world of
pigeon fancying, explores the scientific mysteries of animal homing, and traces the cultural, political and
philosophical meanings of home. It is a book about the making of home and making for home: a book about
why we return.
In the sequel to the New York Times best-selling novel Hope Never Dies, Obama and Biden reprise their roles
as BFFs-turned-detectives as they chase Obama's stolen cell phone through the streets of Chicago--and right
into a vast conspiracy. Following a long but successful book tour, Joe Biden has one more stop before he can
return home: Chicago. His old pal Barack Obama has invited him to meet a wealthy benefactor whose
endorsement could turn the tide for Joe if he decides to run for president. The two friends barely have time to
catch up before another mystery lands in their laps: Obama’s prized Blackberry is stolen. When their numberone suspect winds up full of lead on the South Side, the police are content to write it off as just another
gangland shooting. But Joe and Obama smell a rat... Set against the backdrop of a raucous city on St. Patrick’s
Day, Joe and Obama race to find the shooter, only to uncover a vast conspiracy that goes deeper than the
waters of Lake Michigan—which is exactly where they’ll spend the rest of their retirement if they’re not careful.
Perfect for little heroes (and their parents!) looking for a bite-sized storytime, this book collects twelve PJ
Masks adventures that can all be read in three minutes or less! Do you want to go into the night to save the
day? Then come along with the PJ Masks—Catboy, Owlette, and Gekko—as they defeat Romeo, Night Ninja,
and Luna Girl, all in a night’s work. This treasury includes twelve favorite stories starring the PJ Masks, all
timed to be read aloud in about three minutes. Save the night with: Spring into Action! Catboy Saves the
Sunshine Fly High, Owlette! Gekko Speaks Up PJ Masks Save the Library! Hero School Super Cat Speed! PJ
Masks Race to the Moon! To the Cat Car! Fly High, Owl Glider! Go, Go, Gekko-Mobile! It’s Time to Save the Day!
PJ Masks © Frog Box / Entertainment One UK Limited / Walt Disney EMEA Productions Limited 2014
The Secret
The Homeless Donkey Who Taught Me about Life, Faith, and Second Chances
Calendar Girl Book 1
A field guide to art techniques and observing in the wild
A Novel
Meet the Microbes in Your Gut
In Geninne’s Art: Birds in Watercolor, Collage, and Ink, popular Santa Fe artist Geninne Zlatkis presents a
personal field guide to how she creates her charming paintings and collages of birds and nature. Brimming with
inspiring examples of the artist’s work, this beautiful book takes you inside Geninne’s studio for an in-depth
look at how she creates. You will discover, step by step, how this devoted artist spends time photographing
nature, selecting her materials, and developing her personal imagery. Explore: How her studio is set up, how
she works, and what materials and tools she uses How she captures nature with both a camera and phone for
reference Her artistic process through the step-by-step creation of 5 watercolor paintings, 5 collages, and 5 ink
drawings, with notes on each medium and technique As a special bonus, the book includes 32 pages of collage
papers, painted and selected by Geninne, for you to use as you explore and develop your own artistic voice.
Vibrant, detailed, and richly imaginative, Geninne’s interpretation of the birds she has observed so closely will
inspire you to use the natural world as fodder for your paintings, drawings, and collages.
Hilarious, charming, and inventive, "Indognito" is Ngo's visual treat for today's breed of dog lovers. A whimsical
collection of stylishly photographed dog portraits, it affectionately embraces the quirky spirit of the primped
pooch. Including humorous quotations, this book is sure to delight and inspire dog-lovers of every age.Little,
Brown and Company
This groundbreaking work consists of hand-colored, life-size prints, made from engraved plates measuring
around 39 by 26 inches (99 by 66 cm). This is the second of seven volumes. Audubon identified 25 new species
over his career and is known for portraying animals in their real-life habitats. In contrast to other wildlife artists
of his day, Audubon painted animals as if caught in motion—particularly feeding, hunting or escaping predators.
The seven-volume Birds of America includes images of six now-extinct birds: the Carolina parakeet, passenger
pigeon, Labrador duck, great auk, Esquimaux curlew and pinnated grouse. Nearly all later ornithological works
were inspired by Audubon's artistry and high standards, and Birds of America is considered one of the greatest
examples of book art. Numerous parks, towns and other places are named in his honor.
From kitten rescuer and New York Times bestselling author Hannah Shaw, also known as Kitten Lady on
YouTube and Instagram, comes an inspiring picture book that takes readers on the adorable journey of foster
kittens from their first days after birth all the way to adoption! Did you know that kittens are born with their eyes
closed, and they are so small that they can fit in the palm of your hand? Or that being groomed with a
toothbrush reminds orphan kittens of their mothers’ tongues, and helps them feel comfy and safe? Learn these
facts and more in Kitten Lady’s first picture book! Hannah uses her engaging, fun voice to show how she helps
orphan kittens grow up, get adopted, and become healthy, happy cats. Featuring irresistible photographs and
playful doodles, Kitten Lady’s Big Book of Little Kittens shows what you can do to help the tiniest felines in our
big, big world.
The Beauty That Blooms Within
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Avian Friends Magnetic Pad
I Can Do It® 2022 Calendar
Fodor's Essential Caribbean
Flower Spirits
Goddesses Susan Sedden Boulet
"Presents ancient and neo-Latin language phrases and conversations on a variety of topics. Includes
pronunciation guide, bibliography, and English to Latin vocabulary. Expanded and enlarged from the 3rd
edition (2003)"--Provided by publisher.
“Fresh, fun, and unbelievably hot, Audrey Carlan's Calendar Girl series will have you falling in love
over and over again and craving the next installment." –Meredith Wild, #1 NYT Bestselling Author
Synopsis It’s really simple. I needed money. A lot of money. One million dollars to be exact. The amount
didn’t matter. All that mattered is that at the end of that price tag held my father’s life. No money.
No life. The time limit was one year. On January 1st I had to pay up or my Father was going to be
killed. When you’re faced with an ultimatum like this, you do whatever you have to do. And that’s
exactly what I did. The job…Exquisite Escorts. My role, serve as high priced arm candy to anyone that
can afford the $100,000 price tag for a month of my company. Sex is optional (for me) and a 20% increase
on the price. *** Mia Saunders just barely escaped a paltry life back home in Las Vegas until she gets
the call that her Father has been beaten to within an inch of his life for not paying his gambling debt.
Problem is, the lone shark is her lousy, ruthless ex-boyfriend. Another guy in a long line of men she’d
fallen head over heels for. Not anymore. Mia’s mission is simple. Serve as a high-priced escort for her
Aunt’s company and pay monthly against her Father’s bad debt. A month with a rich man who she doesn’t
have to sleep with if she doesn’t want to? Easy money. At least that’s the way it was supposed to go.
Each installment in the Calendar Girl Serial will release every month throughout 2015. The stories will
feature Mia, told from her perspective as she continues her journey as an escort to twelve clients in
twelve different locations. Warning: This book is designed for audiences 18+ due to language and graphic
sexual content.
Presents projects, including cards, an embellished journal and tote, and decorative wall pieces; offers
step-by-step photographs of the essentials; and showcases the author's signature designs that readers
can use.
Trapped in a Masterworks he never made! There were several worthy candidates for the milestone 300th
Masterworks edition, but only one waddled away with election victory: Howard the Duck! In Howard, Steve
Gerber and his artistic cohorts Val Mayerik, Frank Brunner and Gene Colan delivered one of comics' most
iconoclastic and hilarious characters. We kick things off in his inaugural Masterworks with his quirky
fi rst appearance as a "fowl out of water" alongside the macabre Man-Thing, where they team up to
protect Cleveland from the Man-Frog and Hellcow. The satirical stories continue with Howard and gal pal
Beverly Switzler taking on dire threats such as the Space Turnip, the Beaver and - public
transportation??! And then: Howard runs for president! All restored in Masterworks glory! COLLECTING:
HOWARD THE DUCK (1976) 1-14; MARVEL TREASURY EDITION (1974) 12; MATERIAL FROM FEAR (1970) 19; MAN-THING
(1974) 1; GIANT-SIZE MAN-THING (1974) 4-5; FOOM (1973) 15
Making an Impression
365 Daily Affirmations
Indognito
A Mother's Love
Coloring a Land of Enchantment
130 Plates from The Birds of America

A Mother’s Love By: Kathleen Koepfer Karen grew up without much praise throughout her childhood. She was unique and marched to the
beat of a different drum. She married young and, as difficulties with her marriage progressed, her mother moved in to help. Karen become
closer to her mother than ever before, and they both grew to dote on Karen’s son Erik. A Mother’s Love tells the story of two women, mother
and daughter, and the love that transcends generations.
A gripping, twisting account of a small town set on fire by hatred, xenophobia, and ecological disaster—a story that weaves together corporate
malfeasance, a battle over shrinking natural resources, a turning point in the modern white supremacist movement, and one woman’s relentless
battle for environmental justice. By the late 1970s, the fishermen of the Texas Gulf Coast were struggling. The bays that had sustained
generations of shrimpers and crabbers before them were being poisoned by nearby petrochemical plants, oil spills, pesticides, and concrete. But
as their nets came up light, the white shrimpers could only see one culprit: the small but growing number of newly resettled Vietnamese
refugees who had recently started fishing. Turf was claimed. Guns were flashed. Threats were made. After a white crabber was killed by a
young Vietnamese refugee in self-defense, the situation became a tinderbox primed to explode, and the Grand Dragon of the Texas Knights of
the Ku Klux Klan saw an opportunity to stoke the fishermen’s rage and prejudices. At a massive Klan rally near Galveston Bay one night in
1981, he strode over to an old boat graffitied with the words U.S.S. VIET CONG, torch in hand, and issued a ninety-day deadline for the
refugees to leave or else “it’s going to be a helluva lot more violent than Vietnam!” The white fishermen roared as the boat burned, convinced
that if they could drive these newcomers from the coast, everything would return to normal. A shocking campaign of violence ensued, marked
by burning crosses, conspiracy theories, death threats, torched boats, and heavily armed Klansmen patrolling Galveston Bay. The Vietnamese
were on the brink of fleeing, until a charismatic leader in their community, a highly decorated colonel, convinced them to stand their ground by
entrusting their fate with the Constitution. Drawing upon a trove of never-before-published material, including FBI and ATF records,
unprecedented access to case files, and scores of firsthand interviews with Klansmen, shrimpers, law enforcement, environmental activists,
lawyers, perpetrators and victims, Johnson uncovers secrets and secures confessions to crimes that went unsolved for more than forty years.
This explosive investigation of a forgotten story, years in the making, ultimately leads Johnson to the doorstep of the one woman who could see
clearly enough to recognize the true threat to the bays—and who now represents the fishermen’s last hope.
Attracting birds to your backyard just got a little easier. This publication, brought to you by the editors of Birds & Blooms magazine, shows you
how! Filled with expert ideas for creating your own bustling backyard bird haven, it shows the top foods preferred by your favorite winged
visitors, how to create a safe environment they’ll want to nest in and the very best plants you can grow tokeep them coming back year after
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year. You’ll find what you need to know to identify and enjoy your feathered friends, including a field guide of the most common backyard
birds, tips for recognizing their unique and beautiful songs and specific field marks, photography how-tos and must-have gear for birders. Plus,
plan your next trip to a bird-watching hot spot with travel info and insights for locations around the country. Enjoy one full chapter of “Ask the
Experts,” which includes tips and advice on some of the most sought-after answers to common queries about bird feeding, behaviors and more
from experts Kenn and Kimberly Kaufman.
The heartwarming tale of an irrepressible donkey who needed a home—and forever changed a family. Rachel Anne Ridge was at the end of her
rope. The economy had crashed, taking her formerly thriving business along with it. She had been a successful artist, doing work she loved, but
now she felt like a failure. How would her family pay their bills? What would the future hold? If only God would somehow let them know that
everything was going to be all right . . . and then Flash the donkey showed up. If there is ever a good time to discover a wounded, frightened,
bedraggled donkey standing in your driveway, this wasn’t it. The local sheriff dismissed Flash as “worthless.” But Rachel didn’t believe that,
and she couldn’t turn him away. She brought Flash into her struggling family during their darkest hour—and he turned out to be the very thing
they needed most. Flash is the true story of their adventures together in learning to love and trust; breaking down whatever fences stood in their
way; and finding the strength, confidence, and faith to carry on. Prepare to fall in love with Flash: a quirky, unlikely hero with gigantic ears, a
deafening bray, a personality as big as Texas, and a story you’ll never forget.
Data Wrangling with Pandas, NumPy, and IPython
Birds & Blooms Ultimate Guide to Birding
Hocus Pocus: 13 Frights of Halloween
Flash
January
Desert Dreams
Award-Winner of the Cross Genre category and Award-Winning Finalist of the Mystery/Suspense, Historical Fiction, and General Fiction
categories of the 2021 International Book Awards In the shadows of New York City lies the abandoned, forbidden North Brother Island, where the
remains of a shuttered hospital hide the haunting memories of century-old quarantines and human experiments. The ruins conceal the scarred
and beautiful Cora, imprisoned there by contagions and the doctors who torment her. When Finn, a young urban explorer, arrives on the island
and glimpses this enigmatic woman through the foliage, intrigue turns to obsession as he seeks to uncover her past--and his own family's dark
secrets. By unraveling these mysteries, will he be able to save Cora? Or will she meet the same tragic ending as the thousands who’ve already
perished on the island? The Vines intertwines North Brother Island's horrific and elusive history with a captivating tale of love, betrayal, survival,
and loss.
Pairing Steven N Meyers x-ray photographs of flowers with new age inspirational messages. Similar to Gift of Friendship.
Based on the beloved Twitter sensation, Thoughts of Dog contains never-before-seen, sweet and funny reflections on life from the pup-spective of
a gooooob dog, who, above all else, loves their human. Join a dog and their stuffed “fren” sebastian as they navigate life’s adventures through the
most wholesome lens imaginable. The mastermind behind WeRateDogs, Matt Nelson, expands the Thoughts of Dog universe born on social media
with his new book for anyone looking for a smile.
A riveting family saga immersed in the gritty, dark side of Swedish immigrant life in America in the early twentieth century When Gustaf and
Anna Klar and their three children leave Sweden for New York in 1897, they take with them a terrible secret and a longing for a new life. But their
dream of starting over is nearly crushed at the outset: a fire devastates Ellis Island just as they arrive, and then the relentlessly harsh conditions
and lack of work in the city make it impossible for Gustaf to support his family. An unexpected gift allows the Klars to make one more desperate
move, this time to the Midwest and a place called Swede Hollow. Their new home is a cluster of rough-hewn shacks in a deep, wooded ravine on
the edge of St. Paul, Minnesota. The Irish, Italian, and Swedish immigrants who live here are a hardscrabble lot usually absent from the familiar
stories of Swedish American history. The men hire on as poorly paid day laborers for the Great Northern or Northern Pacific railroads or work at
the nearby brewery, and the women clean houses, work at laundries, or sew clothing in stifling factories. Outsiders malign Swede Hollow as
unsanitary and rife with disease, but the Klar family and their neighbors persevere in this neglected corner of the city—and consider it home.
Extensively researched and beautifully written, Ola Larsmo’s award-winning novel vividly portrays a family and a community determined to
survive. There are hardships, indignities, accidents, and harrowing encounters, but also acts of loyalty and kindness and moments of joy. This
haunting story of a real place echoes the larger challenges of immigration in the twentieth century and today.
A Book of Canines in Costume
Extraordinary Chickens
Knitted Birds
Geninne's Art: Birds in Watercolor, Collage, and Ink
The Birds of America

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the author of Small Great Things and A Spark of Light comes a “powerful” (The
Washington Post) novel about the choices that alter the course of our lives. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR
BY MARIE CLAIRE Everything changes in a single moment for Dawn Edelstein. She’s on a plane when the flight attendant makes
an announcement: Prepare for a crash landing. She braces herself as thoughts flash through her mind. The shocking thing is, the
thoughts are not of her husband but of a man she last saw fifteen years ago: Wyatt Armstrong. Dawn, miraculously, survives the
crash, but so do all the doubts that have suddenly been raised. She has led a good life. Back in Boston, there is her husband,
Brian, their beloved daughter, and her work as a death doula, in which she helps ease the transition between life and death for her
clients. But somewhere in Egypt is Wyatt Armstrong, who works as an archaeologist unearthing ancient burial sites, a career
Dawn once studied for but was forced to abandon when life suddenly intervened. And now, when it seems that fate is offering her
second chances, she is not as sure of the choice she once made. After the crash landing, the airline ensures that the survivors are
seen by a doctor, then offers transportation to wherever they want to go. The obvious destination is to fly home, but she could take
another path: return to the archaeological site she left years before, reconnect with Wyatt and their unresolved history, and maybe
even complete her research on The Book of Two Ways—the first known map of the afterlife. As the story unfolds, Dawn’s two
possible futures unspool side by side, as do the secrets and doubts long buried with them. Dawn must confront the questions
she’s never truly asked: What does a life well lived look like? When we leave this earth, what do we leave behind? Do we make
choices . . . or do our choices make us? And who would you be if you hadn’t turned out to be the person you are right now?
Contains all the instructions you need to bring a flock of characterful birds to life. This book also includes photographs and
instructions for techniques such as sewing up, stuffing, and creating legs that will let your birds stand, perch or even cling to your
finger.
More than 160 photographs, most in full-color, accompanied by detailed commentary, capture the unusual world of exotic
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ornamental chickens, documenting breeds of all sizes, shapes, and colors that range from the Bearded Silkie and crested Polish to
the Phoenix, whose tail feathers can exceed ten feet in length.
Daniel, a young man, has built a push bike to ride in the sea. He has a longing to see his father who lives on the far side of an
ocean. His ride turns into a thrilling adventure!
Hope Rides Again
Shaman
The Classical Music Lover's 2022 Weekly & Monthly Planner
Marvel Masterworks: Howard the Duck Vol. 1
Designing & Creating Artful Stamps
On Pigeons, Dwellings and Why We Return
For a limited time, receive a free Fodor's Guide to Safe and Healthy Travel e-book with the purchase of this guidebook!
Go to fodors.com for details. Ready to experience the Caribbean? The experts at Fodor’s are here to help. Fodor’s
Essential Caribbean travel guide is packed with top recommendations, detailed maps of the Caribbean, and exclusive
tips from locals. Whether you want to stay at an all-inclusive resort, find the best beaches, or snorkel or scuba dive at
some of the world’s best coral reefs, this user-friendly guidebook will help you plan it all out. Our local writers vet every
recommendation to ensure that you not only make the most of your time, but that you also have all the most up-to-date
and essential information you need to plan the perfect trip. This new edition has been FULLY-REDESIGNED with a new
layout and beautiful images for more intuitive travel planning! Fodor’s Essential Caribbean includes: • AN ULTIMATE
EXPERIENCE GUIDE that visually captures the top highlights of the Caribbean. • SPECTACULAR COLOR PHOTOS AND
FEATURES throughout, including special features on the best beaches, best golf courses, what to eat and drink, and
where to experience Carnival. • INSPIRATIONAL “BEST OF” LISTS identify the best things to see, do, eat, drink, and
more. • MORE THAN 25 DETAILED MAPS help you plot your itinerary and navigate confidently. • EXPERT
RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOTELS AND RESTAURANTS offer options for every taste. • TRIP PLANNING TOOLS AND
PRACTICAL TIPS include: guides to getting around, saving money and time, beating the crowds; and a calendar of
festivals and events. • LOCAL INSIDER ADVICE tells you where to find under-the-radar gems. • HISTORICAL AND
CULTURAL OVERVIEWS add perspective and enrich your travels. • COVERS: Anguilla, Aruba, Barbados, Cayman
Islands, Dominica Republic, Guadeloupe, Jamaica, Martinique, Puerto Rico, St. Barth, St. Lucia, St. Maarten/St. Martin,
the Turks & Caicos Islands, the U.S. and British Islands, and more. ABOUT FODOR'S AUTHORS: Each Fodor's Travel
Guide is researched and written by local experts. Fodor’s has been offering expert advice for all tastes and budgets for
over 80 years. Planning on visiting a specific Caribbean Island or taking a Caribbean cruise? Check out Fodor's
Caribbean Cruise Ports of Call, Fodor’s Puerto Rico, Fodor’s In Focus Aruba, Fodor’s In Focus Barbados & St. Lucia,
Fodor’s In Focus Cayman Islands, Fodor’s In Focus St. Maarten/St. Martin, St. Barth & Anguilla, In Focus Turks &
Caicos, or Fodor’s U.S. and British Virgin Islands.
Good Night, Mr. Wodehouse
Phrase Book and Dictionary, Classical and Neo-Latin
Python for Data Analysis
The Fishermen and the Dragon
Greetings from Effin Birds
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